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Since 2003 the Center for Strategic Intelligence Research 
(CSIR) has hosted between 5 and 8 Fellows a year from a 
wide range of agencies and departments, resulting in a number 
of publications. Fellows work closely with the editorial and 
research staff to develop manuscripts for consideration by the 
NIU Press.  Fellows can also produce articles for professional 
or academic journals, or a classified intelligence product. For 
a list of NIU Press publications, please visit our website: http://
ni-u.edu/ni_press/press.html

CSIR provides a dedicated staff of editors/mentors, travel 
funding, computers, and quality workspace, as well as 
access to NIU faculty, distinguished speakers, and the 
John T. Hughes Library. Fellows are also encouraged to get 
involved and support the College’s mission of promoting 
research and education on intelligence topics.  

New S&T Opportunity:  CSIR is partnering with NIU’s 
School for Science and Technology Intelligence (SSTI) to 
provide NIU Research Fellows who have  a formal science 
or engineering background the opportunity to work closely 
with SSTI researchers to craft a research project. SSTI 
will also facilitate interaction with national scientists and 
engineers including up to three months of funded research 
on site in national laboratories and defense facilities. For 
more information on SSTI visit: http://ni-u.edu/schools/SSTI/
SSTI_index.html
   

ELIGIBILITY AND APPLICATION INFORMATION

Eligibility: All applicants must possess an active TS/SCI 
clearance, an M.A. or M.S. in an appropriate field, and hold 
a GS-13 or above (or equivalent grade or military rank). 

Terms of the Fellowship: NIU Research Fellows must 
arrange with their home agencies to take a rotational 
assignment to the University for the fiscal year.  Fellows 
are expected to devote full attention to their work in order to 
complete their projects on time.  Shorter-term fellowships 
may also be available on a case-by-case basis. 

Participating Agencies:  If your agency is not listed below, 
please contact us and we can work with your training 
and professional development staff and/or leadership to 
arrange participation. 

Current Part ic ipat ing Agencies      Past Agencies
ODNI Fel lows: CIA

Coast Guard PACOM

Air Force Navy

State Department MCIA

Army

DNI 

EUCOM

ONI

NATIONAL INTELLIGENCE university
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Center for Strategic Intelligence Research (CSIR)

Suggested Research Themes:

Selection Process and Criteria: 

Applications are vetted through the candidate’s home agency and then forwarded to CSIR for 
final review.  The NIU research staff will ask the following questions regarding each candidate’s 
application:  
 

• Does the research proposal tackle an important topic that is relevant to the 
Intelligence Community?  

• Is the project soundly conceived?  Does it identify a key problem to be analyzed, 
and does it employ a sound methodology?  

• Can the project be implemented according to the proposed research design, 
timetable, and travel budget?  What is the likelihood of the completion of a 
publishable book or substantial paper at the end of the year?  

• Does the candidate have a good track record and reputation for finishing projects 
on time?  What is the candidate’s standing in the field?  

• What is the candidate’s potential for participating in the University’s activities and 
outreach efforts?  

• Is the candidate a team player who embraces new ideas and the suggestions of 
others? 
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Part 1:

A P P L I C AT I O NNIU RESEARCH FELLOWS 

The application form should include a short narrative, letter of endorsement, 
résumé, college transcripts, references, writing sample, and detailed research 
proposal (see attached guidelines).  Transcripts and references must be included 
in the same package with the other application materials.  (See Part 4 and Part 
5 for more information.) Candidates should retain copies of their completed 
applications for their files.   Application form must be typed.

Applicant Summary

CONTACT INFORMATION FOR THREE PROFESSIONAL OR ACADEMIC REFERENCES

NAME                                                                       TITLE                                        PHONE                       

HOW DID YOU LEARN ABOUT THE NIU RESEARCH FELLOWS PROGRAM?

FIRST NAME                             LAST NAME                              MI      RANK/GRADE

STREET ADDRESS

CITY                                                   STATE                        ZIP CODE

WORK PHONE                                               JWICS E-MAIL

HOME PHONE                                               (U) E-MAIL

GOVERNMENT AGENCY OR DEPARTMENT                        CLEARANCE

HOME AGENCY CONTACT                                                CONTACT PHONE NUMBER

CSIR@NI-U.EDU



Part 2:

A P P L I C AT I O NNIU RESEARCH FELLOWS 

Short Narrative
A one-page statement of interest including a short description of your research 
proposal, your training and education related to the research theme, and a 
proposed timeline for completing major tasks.

Letter of Endorsement
A letter of endorsement is required from an appropriate official in the home 
agency supporting a rotational assignment to NIU. Please include current 
contact information for this official.

Résumé
A current Résumé that accurately reflects your education, work experience, and 
a list of published works.

College Transcript
Official transcript of colleges attended. Transcripts may be photocopied.

Writing Sample
A writing sample of published or unpublished work.

Detailed Research Proposal (see attached guidelines)

___ Abstract
___ Research Goals and Objectives
___ Literature Review 
___ Research Methodology
___ Data Collection Plan and Travel Proposal 

Part 3:

Part 4:

Part 5:

Part 6:

Part 7:
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Affirmation
This affirmation must be completed: I affirm that all statements made on this 
application, including all attachments, are true and complete to the best of 
my knowledge. I understand that misrepresentation may be cause for denial of  
admission to or expulsion from the National Defense Intelligence University 
Research Fellows Program.

Signature______________________________ Date___________________

Checklist
The application form, transcript,endorsement letter, essays, résumé and any 
other supporting material must be submitted together in one mailing. 

Attachments: Please provide the following in your application packet.  Use 12 
point Times New Roman or Arial font, normal margins, single space, and make 
sure your name is on each page.

Application Form 

Short Narrative

Letter of Endorsement

Résumé

Writing Sample

College Transcript

Detailed Research Proposal

Part 8:

Part 9:

PLEASE SEND COMPLETED APPLICATION PACKET BY APRIL 1, 2011 TO:

       Center for Strategic Intelligence Research
       Defense Intelligence Agency MC-X
       Building 6000
       Joint Base Anacostia - Bolling
       Washington, D.C. 20340-5100

IF YOU HAVE ANY QUESTIONS CONTACT CISR AT: 

     CSIR@NI-U.EDU

A P P L I C AT I O NNIU RESEARCH FELLOWS 

CSIR@NI-U.EDU



PROPOSAL ABSTRACT

The abstract should outline the proposal’s context, a main research question, the research 
activities (duration and location).  The main audience(s) for the proposal, and its intended impact.

RESEARCH GOALS AND OBJECTIVES

Set the context…
In the body of the research proposal, you should first describe the larger context, including 
the problems or needs that your project will address.  How will the project generate new 
knowledge? What conclusions do you hope to draw from your research, and why are they 
significant? Be concrete and offer examples.

Develop the Research Question…
State your main research question.  The research question seeks to establish a relationship 
between two or more variables, concepts, phenomena, events, or things. For example, 
“What is the relationship between ethnic violence and unemployment, if any?”

Develop the Subsidiary Question…
Subsidiary questions help break the main research question down into manageable, 
researchable units.  Think about laying out key relationship between variables that are 
precise and easily observable or measurable.  For example, in order to answer the main 
research question above, we need to define and measure trends in ethnic violence and 
unemployment in a community.  Therefore, two initial subsidiary questions could be: “What 
are the historic and current trends in ethnic violence?” Perhaps there are some correlations 
between the two trends and perhaps there are not.  So the next subsidiary question strives 
to determine how the community views the relationships between these two trends.  For 
example: “What are each group’s main grievances surrounding unemployment?” Finally, 
it is important to determine the larger application of this study to other conflicts, and so 
another subsidiary question could be: “How are these trends and grievances similar or 
different to other ethnic conflicts?”  As you can see, subsidiary questions are extremely 
helpful in focusing the study and determining research methodology and data collection 
plans.

LITERATURE REVIEW 

Research proposals must include a review of the relevant literature on 
your subject. How are the questions you are researching similar to or 
different from those addressed in the existing literature? How will the 
proposed research fill important gaps or challenge other findings? 
Your proposal should also include a bibliography that demonstrates 
your familiarity with the relevant literature on your topic.

RESEARCH PROPOSAL GUIDELINES 

A Li terature Review 
wi l l  help reviewers 
quickly assess your 
knowledge and 
wri t ing ski l ls .
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RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 

Develop a detailed outline…
Your proposal should outline precisely how you will undertake your project. List the necessary 
steps you will take to answer the research questions and subsidiary questions. 

Specify your analytical framework…
What specific research methods will you use to examine the evidence 
and arrive at conclusions? Why is the methodology appropriate for 
addressing the issues raised in your proposal? What information 
sources documents, personal interviews, newspaper articles, 
surveys, participant observation, databases will you use to answer the 
research questions you are exposing? If you are using case studies, 
describe how and why you have selected certain cases and not others, 
and how the focus on those particular cases might influence the findings.

Write clearly…
Fellows should refer to the methodologies specific to their disciplines while avoiding the use of 
jargon that may confound reviewers trained to other fields.  If you intend to apply a specialized, 
technical and quantitative mythology, it is imperative to provide evidence that you can communicate 
your findings in a clear and meaningful fashion to an intelligent lay audience. 

DATA COLLECTION PLAN AND TRAVEL PROPOSAL 

Develop a data collection plan and travel proposal…
Identify specific information sources you wish to use, describe whether you anticipate any 
problems gaining access and, if so, how you plan to overcome such problems.  Include a detailed 
travel proposal with an itinerary, points of contact, and a cost estimate.

Anticipate approval processes…
Applicants proposing research that includes interviewing individuals who are not public figures 
or recognized experts are required to comply with U.S. federal guidelines on human subjects 
research.  Compliance involves working with CSIR staff to gain approval from a DOD authorized 
Institutional Review Board (IRB). For more information see DOD Directive 3216.02 Protection of 
Human Subjects and Adherence to Ethical Standards in DOD-supported Research.

See also: 
Leedy Paul D. and Leanne Ellis Ormrod, Practical Research, 8th Edition, Upper Saddle River, 
NJ: Pearson, 2005

Nadsen, David, “Preparing the Research Proposal” in Successful Dissertations and Theses, San 
Francisco, CA: Jossey-Bass Publishers, 1983. p 27

Przeworski, Adam and Frank Salomon, The Art of Writing Proposals, Brooklyn, NY: Social  
Science Research Council, http://fellowships.ssrc.org/art_of_writing_proposals/

RESEARCH PROPOSAL GUIDELINES 

Developing an 
appropr iate research 
methodology is of ten 
the most chal lenging 
aspect of  a good 
proposal . 

CSIR@NI-U.EDU



Center  for  Strategic  Intel l igence Research
Defense Intel l igence Agency
Joint  Base Anacost ia-Bol l ing 

Washington,  DC 20340
CSIR@NI-U.EDU


